21st Century Learner Standards Addressed: 2.1.2 - Organize knowledge so that it is useful.
3.1.6 - Use information and technology ethically and responsibly.

Image Format:
Artist’s last name, first name. “Title of the image.” Creation year. Title of Website where image is located in italics, URL (www…..), Date of Access (day month year).

The image I used:
____________________, _________.“_________.”___________.
(italist’s last name) (first name) (image title) (creation year) (title of website [in italics]) URL (www…..) (date of access)

1) Author/Creator. Not available? Leave it out and skip to #2.

2) Title of image in quotation marks. Not available? Image doesn’t have a title? Create brief
descriptive title. (Photograph of horse running. Drawing of brain.) Do not put in quotations if you create the title.

3) Date of image. When was the image created? If not available, leave out and skip to #4.

4) Website where the image is located in italics. (Do NOT list Google as the source of the image. Go
to the website where the image came from.

5) URL (www…….)

6) Day of access, month and year. 01 Jan. 2013.

7) Always end with a period.

Citing an Online Image
If you are citing an image found in Google Images or any other image retrieval service, be certain to cite the image from its original website, not from Google.
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